Abstract-Multi-tenancy is a key feature of modern data centers. It allows for the existence of multiple independent virtual infrastructures, called virtual slices, on top of the same physical infrastructure, each of them specially tailored to the tenants' needs. In such a scenario, an optimal mapping of the virtual slices plays a capital role toward an efficient utilization of the data center network resources, potentially saving costs for the data center owner. However, due to the increasing trend of bringing optics to data center networks, specific virtual slice mapping mechanisms accounting for the particularities of the optical medium (e.g., wavelength continuity constraint) have to be investigated. For this, we present an integer linear programming (ILP) model for optimally mapping a set of virtual slices from different tenants in a hybrid optical circuit switching (OCS)/optical packet switching (OPS) data center network with the aim to minimize the necessary optical transponders to be equipped in the network. Additionally, we also present a lightweight heuristic for the cases in which the ILP model scalability is compromised. The benefits of the proposals are highlighted by benchmarking them against a pure OCS solution through extensive simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
T oday data centers (DCs) are among the largest IT systems in the world, consisting of thousands of servers and handling large amounts of traffic in their infrastructures. It is forecast that the traffic handled by DCs will double by 2018, reaching an overall traffic of 6.5 Zettabytes per year [1] . Moreover, it is predicted that the vast majority of such traffic (around 75%) will remain inside the DCs. This puts great pressure on existing electronic-based DC networks (DCNs), since they do not scale well in terms of latency, bandwidth, and power consumption. Moreover, traditional DCNs have important limitations on the maximum bisection bandwidth that they can provide [2] . For this reason, in order to cope with such an increase in the intra-DC traffic new DCN architectures need to be properly investigated.
A very hot research trend is to bring optical technologies inside the DC so as to replace current electronic-based network fabrics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this regard, there are essentially two major trends in research initiatives and projects: the ones that propose hybrid electronic/optical solutions for DCNs (e.g., [4, 5] ) as an evolutionary step toward highperformance DC infrastructures, and others that plead for a more revolutionary approach, proposing all-optical network fabrics, based on either circuit switching (e.g., [6] ) or packet switching (e.g., [7] ). All-optical DCNs are promising solutions offering high throughput, low latency, and reduced power consumption when compared to electronic-based (e.g., Ethernet, Infiniband) DCNs. [8] .
In this context, the FP7 European project LIGHTNESS [9] presents a revolutionary architecture solution for the DCN. It is based on a hybrid optical circuit switching (OCS)/optical packet switching (OPS) DCN, harnessing the superior flexibility, scalability, and bandwidth of the optical transport medium, as well as a unified software defined network (SDN)-based control plane for fast control and configuration of the DCN infrastructure. The characteristics of intra-DC traffic are very heterogeneous, with connections transmitting large amounts of data (elephant flows) and others only requiring sporadic transmissions of low amounts of data (mice flows) [10] . Moreover, there are also high disparities among the duration of the flows (long-lived and short-lived). Hence, it becomes difficult to efficiently accommodate all the requirements of the connections with a single technology for the DCN. For this reason, LIGHTNESS proposes a novel hybrid OCS/OPS DCN: on the one hand, OCS behaves very efficiently when supporting long-lived smooth data flows, for which quality of service (QoS) guarantees are ensured; on the other hand, OPS leverages on the statistical multiplexing of optical resources to achieve highly flexible transport services with very low end-to-end latencies for short-lived sporadic data flows. With such an approach, LIGHTNESS seeks to overcome current DCN architectures in order to scale beyond their limitations in terms of flexible traffic handling and allocation as well as limited throughput, latency, and energy efficiency.
An additional key feature that modern DCs have to address is the possibility of leasing part of their infrastructures to external entities in order to exploit innovative infrastructure as a service (IaaS) solutions and develop their own business models. These entities, hereafter referred to as tenants, may request to the DC owner specific virtual infrastructures, called virtual slices, composed of virtual nodes with computational capabilities [e.g., virtual machines (VMs)] and virtual links, stating the bandwidth requirements for the communication between virtual nodes. Under such circumstances, an optimal mapping of the virtual slices becomes crucial for the overall performance of the DC as well as to fully satisfy the needs of the several tenants while guaranteeing the isolation between them. Thus, it is the responsibility of the DC owner to provide such a mapping. In aims to increase the physical resource utilization, several virtual slices of the same tenant may be composed and mapped over the same physical resources, resulting in aggregated synthetic infrastructures, one per tenant. In this regard, a synthetic infrastructure represents the particular slice of the DC infrastructure where all the virtual slices of a tenant have been mapped. Nevertheless, logical independence is still guaranteed and the individual virtual slices are exposed toward the tenant. Figure 1 exemplifies this scenario.
Virtual slice allocation in DC environments has been widely studied, and several mapping strategies can be found in the literature (e.g., [11, 12] ). Common practices in this regard are to perform the mapping with aims to maximize the energy efficiency of the DC or to achieve high availability of the virtual slices, e.g., by encouraging rack diversity in the virtual node mapping. Nevertheless, the architecture proposed by LIGHTNESS opens up new challenges in the mapping process. Indeed, each virtual link should be mapped to the best technology according to the link characteristics and the intended goal, while accounting for the particularities of the individual technologies. The authors in [13] showed a virtual slice mapping mechanism for dynamic scenarios in aims to allow multi-tenancy in a hybrid OCS/OPS DCN. They showed that a hybrid OCS/OPS DCN can yield significant benefits on the acceptance rate of the virtual slices when compared to pure OCS DCN solutions.
Following this work, in this paper we focus on the off-line resource planning case and present novel mechanisms to address the problem of optimally mapping several virtual slice requests in a hybrid OCS/OPS DCN in the presence of several tenants with the aim of minimizing the necessary optical transponders to be equipped at the DCN to allocate them. The next sections are structured as follows: Section II details the scenario that we are considering and elaborates on the optimization problem that we are targeting. Next, Section III presents the proposed mechanisms to tackle the optimization problem under study. Section IV evaluates the performance of the proposed solutions. Finally, Section V draws up the main conclusions of the present work.
II. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
Typical DCs consist of sets of servers organized in racks, which are then grouped in clusters to allow better scalability/manageability of the infrastructure. Communication between servers is achieved thanks to an intra-DCN, with servers accessing the DCN thanks to a top of the rack (ToR) switch, one per rack. The specific solution adopted by the LIGHTNESS project is depicted in Fig. 2 . There, the ToRs are equipped with a set of optical transponders that allow for establishing both OCS and OPS optical channels whenever needed. All the ToRs of a cluster are plugged thanks to fiber links to an intra-cluster architecture on demand (AoD) OCS switch [14] . Moreover, each cluster is provided with an OPS switch node, which is also connected thanks to a fiber link to the AoD OCS switch. The presence of the AoD OCS switch allows for the dynamic reconfiguration of the interconnections between ToRs, allowing for the establishment of OPS channels by transparently connecting the ToRs to the OPS switch or interconnecting them through OCS channels. Moreover, it allows for a flexible allocation of the number of OCS or OPS channels between arbitrary ToRs, tuning the capacity according to dynamic traffic needs. Finally, the communication between clusters is enabled thanks to an inter-cluster AoD OCS switch, which can also be employed to establish either OCS or OPS optical channels whenever this is needed. Such an architecture allows for a more flat and flexible network fabric, overcoming the limitations of tree-based network topologies utilized on traditional DCs [15] .
All the intra-DCN infrastructure is controlled and configured by a centralized SDN controller deployed on top of the DCN. The SDN controller communicates with each switching element through the southbound interface, which implements the Open Flow (OF) protocol. A dedicated OF agent is deployed for each switching device as to offer a standard communication between the controller and the hardware elements. Thanks to this, the SDN controller translates the requirements coming from the application plane to specific configurations of the data plane devices, namely, the activation of optical transponders at the ToRs, the configuration of the switching elements at the AoD, and the population of the look up tables (LUTs) at the OPS switch. However, some challenges arise in the control aspect. For instance, custom extensions to the OF protocol must be implemented in order to support each one of the optical elements present in the intra-DCN, as the current OF version does not support optical devices. Moreover, fast configuration of the data plane must be achieved in order to support the high traffic dynamicities in the DCN. The LIGHTNESS SDN controller implements the corresponding OF extensions, allowing for a millisecond scale configuration of the optical elements.
Hence, we consider a transparent hybrid OCS/OPS optical DCN to enable the inter-rack communications in the DC, where each ToR is connected thanks to fiber links to a hybrid OCS/OPS-enabled optical DCN. Moreover, we assume that opto-electrical (EO) ToRs are equipped in the racks, with intra-rack communications taking place in the electrical domain while inter-rack communications are established through optical channels. Given this scenario, several tenants request for a set of virtual slices to be allocated in the DC infrastructure. A virtual slice is a logical infrastructure composed of both virtual nodes with computational capabilities (VMs) and virtual links connecting them with a required bandwidth. A particular tenant may ask for several virtual slices, each one of them specifically tailored to cover the necessities of different applications. For instance, a tenant may ask for a virtual slice with very low latencies in their virtual links for the transfer of real-time video. At the same time, the tenant may also ask for a virtual slice whose main purpose is the transfer of very bulky amounts of data, hence requiring high bandwidths per virtual link, but communication latencies are less critical. In such a case, a single generic virtual slice cannot cover all the tenants' necessities efficiently, so multiple specific-purpose virtual slices are requested. In such circumstances, the mission of the DC infrastructure owner is to provide the mapping of these virtual slices onto actual physical resources: virtual nodes onto physical servers and virtual links onto optical connections. Moreover, in the current scenario, a proper switching technology (OCS or OPS) has to be chosen for mapping the virtual links depending on their characteristics (i.e., bandwidth and QoS). In this regard, since optical resources are expensive, particularly optical transponders, we target a planning method where the objective is to allocate an already known set of virtual slices while minimizing the necessary number of both optical transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx) to be equipped at the ToRs.
To this end, the virtual slices of a tenant can be composed onto a single synthetic infrastructure (i.e., a single physical slice) potentially saving optical Tx/Rx. For this, virtual links can exploit the grooming capabilities of OCS, which would allow us to map several virtual links onto the same lightpath as long as the whole end-to-end physical path is shared [16] . In the case of OPS, virtual links can exploit the statistical multiplexing property of packet switching networks [17] , allowing for virtual links with different endpoints to share the same wavelength, thus saving some Tx/Rx at the ToRs since a single transponder could be used to transmit different packet flows from the same source to different destinations or from several sources to the same destination. However, in OPS, due to the lack of optical buffers, packet contention may occur for an optical packet coming out at the same time from the same port of the OPS switch [18] . In fact, such a phenomenon increases with the offered load per port, as the chances of packets coming out at the same time through the same output port are higher. To ensure proper QoS, the load per port and wavelength in OPS must be kept below certain limits. For this, in general, virtual links also ask for a QoS in terms of a bandwidth limit restriction. If OPS is employed to serve them, the load per wavelength is limited to the most restrictive bandwidth limit of all virtual links mapped over the wavelength. Nevertheless, thanks to the electronic capabilities at the source ToR, it is possible to properly order electronic packets belonging to different virtual links coming from the same destination and going to the same source, before being sent optically, as long as they are mapped over the same end-to-end path. In such a situation, no contention is experienced at the OPS switch. Thus, the resulting aggregated OPS flow can be mapped over the same wavelength in the same manner that it would be in the case of grooming in OCS, saving optical Tx/Rx. Note that, although virtual links of the same tenant may share optical resources, it is important to enforce physical isolation between virtual links of different tenants to avoid any kind of interference. Besides this constraint, it is also important to ensure high availability for the virtual nodes, since this is a desirable feature for virtual slices, as noted in Section I. To this end, we add the restriction that virtual nodes of the same virtual slice must be mapped into different racks to provide resilience against server or rack failures. Nevertheless, different nodes of different virtual slices of the same tenant can be mapped onto the same rack.
With such conditions and scenario, the following section states the optimization problem that we are targeting.
A. Problem Statement
The objective of the optimization problem under study is to find the most suitable technology (OPS or OCS) and physical resources (nodes, paths, and wavelengths) to allocate an already known set of virtual slice requests of different tenants with the objective of minimizing the necessary optical Tx/Rx to be equipped at the ToRs of the DCN.
Objective:
• Minimize the necessary number of optical Tx/Rx to be equipped at the ToRs of the DCN.
Given: 1) A transparent hybrid OCS/OPS DCN represented by the graph G n N f ; E f , N f being the set of optical nodes (ToRs, OCS or OPS switches), and E f the set of physical links. 2) An ordered set of wavelengths per physical link W of enough size to support all virtual slice requests. Thus, uncapacitated physical links are assumed. The final capacity of the physical links, which may be different for every physical link, will be determined by the optimization procedure. 3) A set of servers arranged in racks, with the servers in each rack connected to their corresponding ToR switch. We represent with VM n f the aggregated capacity in terms of VMs of all servers of the rack connected to the ToR n f ∈ N f . Hence, we can simplify the virtual node mapping phase, associating the capacity in VMs of a rack to their corresponding ToR, since we do not tackle the specific mapping of a VM inside a particular server of a rack. Thus, the node mapping consists of finding the rack with enough IT resources (i.e., VMs) that allows for the successful allocation of the virtual nodes. 4) A set of virtual slice requests D. Particularly, D is the whole set of virtual slices requested by all tenants, with d i the subset of D containing all the virtual slice requests from tenant i, and element d i;j the jth request from tenant i. Each virtual slice is represented by the undirected graph G d N v ; E v , N v being the set of virtual nodes and E v the set of undirected virtual links. Each virtual node requests a capacity in terms of VMs represented by VM n v . Additionally, each virtual link requests (in both directions) a bandwidth capacity as a fraction of the total wavelength capacity represented by B e v and imposes a bandwidth limit in all physical wavelengths that support it (due to QoS restrictions) represented by B max e v .
Find:
• The node and link mapping of virtual nodes and virtual links, respectively, of all virtual slices in D.
Subject to: 1) All virtual slices have to be mapped (no virtual slice blocking is permitted). 2) Optical resources assigned to a tenant cannot be shared with other tenants. Nevertheless, optical resources assigned to a virtual slice can be shared with other virtual slices of the same tenant.
3) The wavelength continuity constraint must be ensured along the path onto which a virtual link is mapped (a transparent DCN is considered).
4) A virtual link has to be mapped onto a single technology, either OCS or OPS, but not both at the same time. Nevertheless, different virtual links of the same virtual slice may be mapped over different technologies with the aim of saving Tx/Rx at the ToRs. 5) A virtual node can only be mapped to a single physical node. 6) A physical node can only host one virtual node of a certain virtual slice. Nevertheless, physical nodes can host virtual nodes of multiple virtual slices of the same tenant. 7) The aggregated capacity in VMs of virtual nodes mapped in a rack cannot surpass the total capacity of the physical node. 8) The total capacity of a wavelength must not be exceeded. 9) In OPS, the total flow circulating through a wavelength and output port of an OPS switch must not surpass the most restrictive QoS limit imposed by any of the supported flows. 10) The total number of active incoming/outgoing wavelengths from/to an OCS or OPS switch must not surpass its port count. 11) A transponder (hence, a physical wavelength) can only support OCS or OPS flows, not both simultaneously. 12) In OCS, multiple virtual links can share the same circuit (wavelength) in a physical link as long as they share the whole end-to-end path thanks to the grooming capabilities.
In the following, we provide a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)-based mechanism to attack the stated optimization problem. Additionally, we provide a purely heuristic mechanism for the scenarios in which the scalability of the MILP mechanism can be compromised.
III. PROPOSED MECHANISMS

A. Notation Definition
Before going into the details of the proposed mechanisms, let us define some extra notation:
• P: set of end-to-end paths between ToRs in G n .
•p: symmetrical path to p ∈ P.
• P e f : set of paths that traverse physical link e f ∈ E f , with P e f ⊆ P.
• L OCS : port count limit of an OCS switch.
• L OPS : port count limit of an OPS switch.
• δ n f : set of outgoing links from node n f ∈ N f .
• δ − n f : set of incoming links to node n f ∈ N f .
• a·: source of a virtual link e v or physical path p.
• b·: destination of a virtual link e v or physical path p.
The definition of P allows us to easily tackle the wavelength continuity constraint of the virtual links, as wavelength resources are reserved explicitly along end-to-end paths; hence, they remain the same on all physical links forming the selected path. As forp, it represents the path composed exactly with the opposite sequence of physical links with respect to p. This will allow us to model the bidirectionality of the virtual links. Finally, L OCS and L OPS are used to model the switching capacity limits of an OCS or OPS switch, respectively; that is, a switch can commute simultaneously a number of active wavelengths equal to its port count.
Once all these definitions have been introduced, we will proceed with the description of the proposed mechanisms.
B. MILP-Based Algorithm
In this section, we propose a novel MILP-based mechanism to optimally address the problem presented in the previous section. Algorithm 1 depicts the pseudo-code of the presented mechanism. Basically, after some preprocessing, the mechanism iteratively executes a MILP formulation for every tenant in the demand set, with the aim to allocate all their requested virtual slices in order to obtain the minimum necessary optical Tx/Rx to be equipped at the ToRs. Since we are targeting a dimensioning problem, and because one of the main requirements is to guarantee the physical isolation between tenants, the presented iterative approach is completely valid since optical resources employed for a particular tenant are made unavailable to the rest. Additionally, this iterative approach allows for better scalability of the mechanism since targeting a joint optimization of all tenants at once would make the optimization problem intractable. For these reasons, we propose the aforementioned iterative approach, where the MILP formulation is applied for one tenant at each step. Nevertheless, since the mechanism still relies on a MILP formulation, its scalability may be compromised when the size of the problem instance grows (e.g., a tenant requests a large number of virtual slices composed of many virtual nodes and links). We will discuss such a limitation later on.
Preprocessing D ← aggregate all virtual slice requests of a tenant into a single graph for each subset d i ∈ D P ← set of paths between all (s, t) pairs in G n Sol ← 0 = Phase 2: MILP solving
Update physical resource availability Return Sol Demands served
As for the preprocessing phase, its purpose is to manipulate the several virtual slice requests of a tenant in order to compose a single request, which considerably reduces the complexity of the optimization problem. Basically, the process involves composing the graph representations of the several virtual slices into a single graph representation with several components (subgraphs), one for each particular virtual slice request. Since these components are the representation of the original virtual slice requests of a tenant, they are subject to the restrictions stated during the previous section: virtual nodes of a particular component cannot be mapped onto the same physical resource (node) for reliability reasons; nevertheless, different components may share resources between them, either nodes or lightpaths. In this regard, we define N t v ⊆ N v as the set of virtual nodes belonging to the component t inside the composed graph. This definition will allow us to account for the potential sharing of physical resources among the different components.
After this discussion, we proceed to detailing the proposed MILP formulation for obtaining the optimal mapping of a single tenant. We remind the reader that each tenant is mapped independently from the others, thus forcing physical isolation for the optical resources. All virtual nodes and links considered in the formulation come from the tenant composed graph as explained above. The decision variables of the MILP formulation are as follows: t e f ;w : binary; 1 if any virtual link is mapped through physical link e f and wavelength w, 0 otherwise. X e v : binary; 1 if virtual link e v is served employing OPS, 0 otherwise. Z e v : binary; 1 if virtual link e v is served employing OCS, 0 otherwise. x e v ;p;w : real; amount of bandwidth from virtual link e v that circulates through path p and wavelength w if OPS is chosen. z e v ;p;w : real; amount of bandwidth from virtual link e v that circulates through path p and wavelength w if OCS is chosen. y n v ;n f : binary; 1 if virtual node n v is mapped onto the rack connected to ToR n f , 0 otherwise. A p;w : real, indicates the aggregated OPS flow circulating through path p and wavelength w. C e v ;p;w : binary; 1 if virtual link e v is served utilizing OPS through path p and wavelength w, 0 otherwise. F e f ;p;w : binary; 1 if the aggregated OPS traffic circulating through path p and wavelength w is utilizing alone physical link e f , 0 otherwise. S e v ;p;w : binary; 1 if virtual link e v is served utilizing OCS through path p and wavelength w, 0 otherwise.
The exact details of the MILP formulation are as follows:
Objective function (1) has the goal of minimizing the number of wavelengths that are active at the outgoing/incoming links from/to the ToRs, thus effectively minimizing the number of necessary optical Tx/Rx at the DCN, since each active wavelength accounts for a Tx at the source ToR and an Rx at the destination ToR. Next, we will detail the constraints:
Constraint (2) 
Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that all the requested bandwidth of every virtual link is served with the chosen technology. Note that these constraints account for twice the requested bandwidth per virtual link. This is due to the bidirectional nature of the virtual links. For simplicity we are considering that the graph representation of the virtual slices is an undirected graph. Therefore, each virtual link in the graph should be provided with twice the requested bandwidth to account for the two directions of communication. The correct handling of the two directions is done through constraints (8) and (9), which will be explained later. Such an approach allows us to reduce the number of binary variables associated with a virtual link by a factor of 2, potentially reducing the size of the branch and bound tree and the execution time of the model:
As for the virtual node mapping, constraint (5) ensures that a virtual node is mapped to only one physical node; that is, a single virtual node cannot be mapped to multiple physical nodes. Constraint (6) guarantees that a particular physical node does not host more than one virtual node per component inside the tenant aggregated virtual slice request. Note that such a restriction is applied per component, effectively allowing the mapping of virtual nodes belonging to different virtual slices (components) onto the same physical node. Finally, constraint (7) ensures that the aggregated capacity of VMs of all the virtual nodes mapped onto a physical rack does not exceed its capacity:
X w∈W x e v ;p;w X w∈W x e v ;p;w ; ∀ e v ∈ E v ; p ∈ P; As mentioned before, due to the bidirectional nature of the virtual links and the undirected graph representation of them, each virtual link is actually provided with twice the requested bandwidth. In order to properly map the virtual link, half of the total bandwidth should be mapped in one direction, and the remaining half in the other. Constraints (8) and (9) account for this, forcing the bandwidth assigned to a virtual link in a particular path p to be equal to the bandwidth assigned to the symmetrical pathp. In this way, the total assigned bandwidth is halved among the two directions of the communication. Constraints (10) and (11) restrict virtual link mappings to physical paths connecting the physical nodes over which the remote endpoints of the virtual links are mapped, accounting for the undirected nature of the virtual link representation:
x e v ;p;w z e v ;p;w ≤ t e f ;w ; ∀ e f ∈ E f ; w ∈ W; (12)
x e v ;p;w z e v ;p;w ≤ 1; ∀ e f ∈ E f ; w ∈ W.
Constraint (12) is the definition of variables t e f ;w ; that is, it determines which are the active wavelengths in the physical links. Constraint (13) represents the wavelength capacity constraints, limiting the total traffic flow circulating through a wavelength in a physical link to the capacity of the wavelength.
The following collection of constraints (14)- (20) will help us in modeling the QoS restrictions in OPS as explained in Section II:
x e v ;p;w ; ∀ p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
X p∈P e f A p;w 1 − B max
· C e v 0 ;p 0 ;w ≤ 1 F e f ;p 0 ;w ;
; e f ∈ δ n f ; e v 0 ∈ E v ; p 0 ∈ P e f ; w ∈ W; (15)
x e v ;p;w ≤ C e v ;p;w ; ∀ e v ∈ E v ; p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
C e v ;p;w ≤ M · x e v ;p;w ; ∀ e v ∈ E v ; p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
F e f ;p;w ≤ M · A p;w ; ∀ e f ∈ E f ; p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
A p 0 ;w − M · X p∈P e f ;p≠p 0 A p;w ≤ F e f ;p 0 ;w ; ∀ e f ∈ E f ; p 0 ∈ P; w ∈ W;
F e f ;p 0 ;w ≤ 1 − m · X p∈P e f ;p≠p 0 A p;w ; ∀ e f ∈ E f ; p 0 ∈ P; w ∈ W:
In particular, constraint (14) determines the aggregated OPS traffic that circulates through path p and wavelength w (variables A p;w ). Constraint (15) accounts for the limitations imposed by the QoS to the total outgoing OPS traffic from an OPS switch per output port (link) and wavelength. That is, the most restrictive bandwidth limit of all individual OPS flows circulating through that physical link and wavelength cannot be exceeded. To properly determine which is the imposed bandwidth limit, we have to know which are the virtual links that are currently circulating through a specific output port of an OPS switch and a particular wavelength. In order to do so, we utilize variables C e v ;p;w . Another important point is that potential contention between packets in OPS, and hence QoS degradation, happens among aggregated flows that share the same output port and wavelength but not the whole end-to-end path. Indeed, packets that go from the same source to the same destination can be serialized through electrical buffering at the source ToR to avoid contention. As long as the aggregate flow circulating through a particular path and wavelength is not sharing the same output port at the OPS switch with other aggregated flows, there will be no bandwidth limits due to QoS restrictions. To model this, we utilize variables F e f ;p;w . Constraints (16) and (17) are the definitions of variables C e v ;p;w , while constraints (18)- (20) are the definitions of variables F e f ;p;w , with M and m being arbitrarily large and small positive numbers, respectively.
To better illustrate how these constraints work, let us show a small example. For this, let us consider a case with three virtual links requesting (B e v , B max e v ): (0.4, 0.85), (0.2, 0.8), and (0.1, 0.9), respectively. Additionally, let us consider that the first and second virtual links are mapped over the physical path 1 → 2 → 3 while the third virtual link is mapped over the physical path 4 → 2 → 3, with node 2 being an OPS switch. For the purpose of the example, all virtual links are assumed to be mapped over the same wavelength. In such a scenario, the aggregated flow per path and wavelength (variables A p;w ) will evaluate to 0.6 and 0.1 for the first and second paths, respectively. The respective variables C e v ;p;w will evaluate to 1, indicating that the particular virtual link employs the specific path and wavelength. As for variables F e f ;p;w , they will evaluate to 1 for all paths and physical links except for physical link 2 → 3, which will evaluate to 0, since the virtual links circulating through that physical link are sharing the same wavelength and link, and, thus, are not employing alone the stated physical link and wavelength. With all of this, constraint (15) , which determines the QoS restrictions according to the total traffic circulating through a particular output link and wavelength, will result in 0.7 ≤ 0.8 for physical link 2 → 3, which is an output link from an OPS switch, as 0.7 is the total flow circulating through that link and 0.8 is the most restrictive bandwidth limit imposed by the virtual links, in particular, virtual link 2. Thus, the QoS restrictions are properly bounded. In the case in which the total flow would surpass the most restrictive bandwidth limit, the constraint would be violated, hence forcing virtual links that share an output port at an OPS switch to be mapped over different wavelengths:
Constraints (21a) and (22b) are the port limit constraints; namely, they avoid having more incoming/ outgoing active wavelengths at the switches (either OCS or OPS) than their port count: z e v ;p;w ≤ S e v ;p;w ; ∀ e v ∈ E v ; p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
S e v ;p;w ≤ M · z e v ;p;w ; ∀ e v ∈ E v ; p ∈ P; w ∈ W;
Constraints (23) and (24) are the definitions of variables S e v ;p;w : S e v i ;p m ;w x e v j ;p n ;w ≤ 1; ∀ e v i ; e v j ∈ E v ; e v i ≠ e v j ; p m ; p n ∈ P e f ; e f ∈ E f ; w ∈ W; (25) S e v i ;p m ;w S e v j ;p n ;w ≤ 1; ∀ e v i ; e v j ∈ E v ; p m ; p n ∈ P e f ; p m ≠ p n ; e f ∈ E f ; w ∈ W: (26) Constraint (25) avoids mapping OCS and OPS flows at the same time over the same physical link and wavelength. Finally, constraint (26) avoids mapping two virtual links employing OCS and the same wavelength into the same physical link unless they share the whole end-to-end path. Such a constraint allows us to model the OCS grooming capability that allows the aggregation of multiple virtual links onto the same wavelength (circuit) as long as they share the same physical path thanks to the electronic processing capabilities at both source and destination ToRs.
C. Heuristic Algorithm
Although the iterative approach of the MILP-based mechanism leads to better scalability when serving the requests of multiple tenants, its dependence on MILP may arise as problematic (in terms of execution time) when trying to solve bigger problem instances. For this reason, we also developed a heuristic mechanism in order to still provide accurate enough results at lower computational cost, making it an option when the scalability becomes challenging.
Algorithm 2 depicts a pseudo-code of this heuristic mechanism. Basically, it is structured in two phases, where in the second phase a multistart approach is adopted [19] , introducing randomization at every iteration and returning at the end the best solution in terms of objective function. The parameter multistart controls the number of iterations of the multistart procedure. The first phase serves the same purpose as in the MILP-based mechanism: aggregate the virtual slice requests into one single graph representation for all the requests of a tenant inside the demand set and calculate the path set P. Then, the second phase starts by iteratively mapping the tenants' aggregated virtual slice requests, one after another, into the physical DCN. In more detail, the mapping of the tenants is structured in three subphases: node mapping, link routing, and wavelength assignment. Starting with the node mapping, we first map the virtual nodes of the largest (in terms of number of virtual nodes) virtual slice request (component) of the tenant. For this, a greedy procedure is adopted, with virtual nodes being mapped to the least loaded physical node that has enough room to allocate them. Regarding the virtual nodes of the rest of the components, they are randomly mapped on the subset of physical nodes previously employed to map the largest component. In this way, the intersection of virtual links will be larger, thus favoring the possibilities of saving resources due to flow aggregation or statistical multiplexing. Once the virtual nodes are mapped, virtual links should be mapped as well. For this, as a first step, the physical nodes over which the remote endpoints of every virtual link were mapped are connected through the shortest path in the DCN. Once a route has been assigned to every virtual link, their requested bandwidth should be mapped to actual wavelength channels. 
The wavelength assignment phase must account for the possibility of both flow aggregation and QoS restrictions. Therefore, we have divided the process into two steps: one focusing on the flow aggregation aspect, while the other takes care of the wavelength assignment decision. Flow aggregation is a form of the more generic bin packing problem [20] , where multiple elements of different sizes must be allocated into a set of bins, minimizing the number of bins employed. In our scenario, the elements to be allocated are the bandwidths of the virtual links, and the bins are the wavelengths. To efficiently address the problem, we propose a specific procedure named bin_packing that takes all virtual links that share two endpoints as input, hence the whole end-to-end route (we remind the reader that aggregation is done at the end-to-end level), and returns the set of aggregated flows that utilizes the lowest number of wavelengths. Algorithm 3 depicts a pseudo-code for this procedure. 
The mechanics of the procedure are based on applying recursive backtracking [21] . Essentially, it explores all aggregation possibilities and eventually returns a set of aggregated flows that entails the minimum number of required wavelengths (bins). The bandwidth of each aggregated flow results from the summation of the bandwidths of all virtual links aggregated into it, and its associated QoS is the most restrictive of all of them.
After obtaining the aggregated flows, the algorithm proceeds with the wavelength assignment of these flows. For this, it employs a sequential first fit procedure. In particular, if the wavelength is empty, the aggregated flow is mapped without restrictions to that wavelength. On the other hand, if a previous aggregated flow has already been mapped into the wavelength under study, the algorithm checks whether there is enough remaining capacity on the wavelength to serve the new aggregated flow. This being the case, then the algorithm checks whether the mapping of the new aggregated flow will respect the QoS restrictions of the already mapped flows and itself (this is only done in the case in which they would share the same output port at the OPS switch). If this condition is met, the aggregated flow is mapped over the wavelength under consideration. If not, or the wavelength does not have enough remaining capacity, the next wavelength is explored. After this process, all the virtual links are assigned a physical path and a wavelength that ensures both their bandwidth and QoS requirements. Note that aggregated flows that do not share wavelength with other aggregated flows will be mapped to OCS, since in such a case OPS does not provide any reduction of the number of employed Tx/Rx. On the other hand, aggregated flows that share the same wavelength (saving Tx/Rx) are mapped to OPS, since it is the technology that allows for such a situation. At this stage, the algorithm checks whether the current mapping of the tenant leads to a better objective function than the best solution found so far. If so, this is registered as the best mapping for the particular tenant and the following iteration of the multistart procedure is executed.
Finally, the algorithm proceeds to repeat the whole mapping process for the virtual slices of the next tenant in the demand set. Particularly, all wavelengths employed are made unavailable for the next tenants in the following iterations of the mechanism, guaranteeing in this way that virtual links belonging to different tenants are physically isolated. The average time complexity of the proposed heuristic, considering that a breadth-first search is utilized for route calculation and an exhaustive search is utilized for the flow aggregation, can be stated as ΘjDj · multistart·
! · jWj, where jN v j is the average number of virtual nodes per tenant and the expression in the factorial accounts for the average number of flows that may be aggregated from a source to a destination in the bin packing. Note that, although there is a factorial term (due to the exhaustive search), in practice such a term is quite small, even for relatively large-sized instances, resulting in few traffic flows to be aggregated. Hence, in general, the proposed heuristic execution times stay largely below the MILP formulation, as will be shown in the following section.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of both the MILP-based and heuristic mechanisms. In order to quantify the benefits provided by a hybrid OCS/OPS DCN when optimally mapping virtual slice requests in a multitenant scenario, we have run extensive simulations, utilizing as a benchmark the case in which only a pure OCS DCN is considered. At this point, it has to be said that we have utilized the pure OCS case as a benchmark since a pure OPS DCN is still highly unlikely in the near future due to its technical complexity and higher cost. The comparison between the thee options (OCS, OPS, and hybrid) in terms of performance and cost is left for future studies. In order to perform a fair comparison, we utilized the same optimization mechanisms as in the hybrid case for modeling the pure OCS case. For the MILP, we fix variables Z e v to 1 so all virtual links are forced to be served employing OCS. As for the heuristic mechanism, we add the restriction that virtual links can only share a wavelength in the same physical link if they share the whole end-to-end path. Moreover, we set for all virtual links a bandwidth limit imposed by QoS restrictions equal to the entire capacity of a wavelength, so as to recreate the conditions of a pure OCS DCN. For all the experiments throughout this section, the multistart parameter has been set to 1000. Moreover, all the results in this section have been executed in i7 CPUs at 3.4 GHz with 16 GB of memory, utilizing the solver CPLEX v12.5 [22] for solving the MILP formulations.
First, we will compare the performance of the heuristic against the MILP. For this, we have focused on a limited network scenario consisting of a cluster of six racks, with a single intra-cluster AoD OCS switch and a single OPS switch. In this scenario, we consider that the servers present in the racks have enough capacity to host all virtual slice requests. That is, there is no limit on the aggregated VM capacity of the whole rack. Additionally, we consider that both OCS and OPS switches do not have limitations in their port count and can switch an arbitrarily large number of wavelengths. As for the demands, we consider the presence of a single tenant requesting between one and three virtual slices. The generation of the virtual slices follows a random process structured basically in two steps. First, the nodes of the virtual slice and their required capacities are generated. For this, we generate between two and five nodes with the same probability with capacities ranging from 1 to 10 VMs. Second, virtual nodes are randomly connected using the Erdös-Rényi algorithm [23] , here slightly modified to prevent the generation of nonconnected graphs, since virtual slices inside a tenant must be connected graphs. Nevertheless, the tenant aggregated virtual slice may be a nonconnected graph when composed. The parameter p of the algorithm is set to 0.5, which leads to the generation of any connectivity matrix with the same probability. The requested bandwidth of the virtual links is uniformly chosen between 10% and 100% of the capacity of a wavelength in steps of 10%. As for the bandwidth limits due to QoS restrictions, they are chosen among the set {60, 64, 70}% to reflect a scenario in which different classes of services coexist. Table I compares the performance of both the MILPbased and heuristic mechanisms in terms of the utilized Tx/Rx, execution time, and relative gap in the objective function for the hybrid OCS/OPS and pure OCS DCN cases and different numbers of requested virtual slices by the tenant. The obtained results have been averaged over 10 executions, randomly generating a new instance for each execution. To perform a consistent comparison, we utilize the same problem instance for both the MILP-based and heuristic mechanisms as well as for both the hybrid OCS/OPS and OCS DCN scenarios. It can be appreciated that the results obtained with the heuristic mechanism are very close to the ones obtained with the MILP-based mechanism, with relative gaps on the objective function ranging from 0% to 7%, hence highlighting its accuracy. As for the execution times, we can see that, although the MILP-based mechanism requires execution times larger than a day, the execution times of the heuristic remain in the subsecond range. Thus, the heuristic succeeds in providing accurate results in much less time when compared to the MILP-based mechanism.
Once we have assessed the accuracy of the heuristic, we will analyze the benefits of the hybrid DCN solution against a pure OCS DCN. Since the potential benefits depend on the characteristics of the requests, we will study how the number of necessary Tx/Rx evolves in both cases according to the specific parameters of the virtual slices. All the following results have been extracted utilizing the proposed heuristic mechanism and the same procedure for the generation of the virtual slices explained before, as well as 100 random repetitions per data point in order to obtain statistically relevant average results. The particular details will be noted for each simulation. As for the network topology, we have focused on a scenario with four clusters with eight racks each. Such values have been selected to reflect common DC infrastructures found in the literature (e.g., [24] ). Each cluster is connected to an inter-cluster AoD switch enabling the communication between clusters. Like before, we are considering that there are no limits on the number of VMs a server can host nor on the switching capacity of the OCS or OPS switches. Finally, all results have been obtained assuming the presence of 50 tenants, for which every tenant is requesting between one and five virtual slices with equiprobability. In all cases, the execution times of the heuristic stay lower than 10 s.
To reflect the performance of the proposed solution against different traffic patterns, we have analyzed how the total number of Tx/Rx changes as a function of the share of mice and elephant traffic with respect to the total traffic. For this, we define as mice and elephant traffic the virtual links that are requesting a bandwidth between 10% and 40%, and 50% and 100% in terms of wavelength capacity, respectively. Then, we vary the percentage of virtual links of each type. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the total number of Tx/Rx against the share of mice traffic with respect to the total traffic. It can be appreciated that for low shares of mice traffic, that is, almost all the virtual links correspond to elephant traffic, the differences between the hybrid solution and the pure OCS case are low (around 0.2%-5%). This is due to the fact that most of the traffic can neither be aggregated in the same wavelength nor enjoy the multiplexing property of OPS. On the other hand, for high shares of mice traffic, substantial reductions (up to 35%) can be appreciated. This is because more virtual links may share a single physical link thanks to the statistical multiplexing property of OPS, reducing the necessary Tx/Rx to be equipped at the ToRs.
Another important parameter is the bandwidth limit imposed by QoS restrictions in OPS. To analyze this aspect, we have fixed the bandwidth limit per virtual link and obtained the necessary number of resources in the DCN for increasing values of it. In this case, the bandwidth requested per virtual link is chosen between 10% and 100%. Figure 4 shows the obtained results. The x axis represents the bandwidth limit imposed by QoS restrictions. As expected, higher QoS bandwidth limits allow for further reductions in the necessary number of Tx/Rx devices, since more virtual links benefit from the statistical multiplexing properties of OPS as more load can be packed in a wavelength without surpassing the QoS limits. In particular, we can appreciate around 3%-5% reductions for low bandwidth limits while the reductions increase up to around 20% for higher limits. In this regard, we can say that a hybrid solution becomes interesting for traffic flows that do not need stringent QoS restrictions (allow a higher load limit per wavelength). Nevertheless, some benefits are also obtained for more restrictive QoS limits when compared to a pure OCS solution.
Next, we also analyzed the influence of the mesh degree of the virtual slices on the necessary number of Tx/Rx devices. This is also particularly relevant since a more meshed scenario (with more nodes and/or links) means that multiple virtual links would share the same source or the same origin, thus allowing the possibility to reduce the necessary number of Tx/Rx devices due to the statistical multiplexing property of OPS. On the other hand, in a pure OCS solution, the chances of two virtual links sharing the whole end-to-end path are lower, so the potential aggregation of virtual links in the same circuit is reduced. For this, we have modified the number of virtual nodes of the virtual slices since, when maintaining the probability of interconnection between virtual nodes, the presence of more virtual nodes means that more virtual links will be present; hence a more meshed virtual slice is realized. With this, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the needed optical devices as a function of the number of virtual nodes per virtual slice, which has been fixed a priori.
It can be seen that for a low number of virtual nodes, the differences between the hybrid solution and the OCS solution are small (around 5%-7%), but they grow when increasing the number of virtual nodes per virtual slice, rising up to around 20%-25% reductions. This is due to the aforementioned reason: more meshed scenarios benefit from the statistical multiplexing property of OPS. In this regard, we can see that a hybrid solution becomes interesting in scenarios with a large number of nodes and nodal degree, leading to substantial reductions in the necessary optical Tx/Rx devices to be equipped at the DCN.
To conclude our studies, we also analyzed how the necessary number of Tx/Rx devices evolves with the number of virtual slice requests per tenant. A larger amount of virtual slices can allow for more resource sharing between virtual slices of the same tenant, thanks to either grooming in OCS or statistical multiplexing in OPS. For this, we have fixed the number of virtual slice requests per tenant, ranging from 1 to 10. Figure 6 depicts the obtained results. Interestingly, although it can be seen that the absolute differences between the two solutions grow with the number of virtual slices per tenant, the relative gains between the hybrid OCS/OPS and the pure OCS DCN decrease with the number of virtual slices per tenant (from around 20% to around 10%). This mainly happens because, with more slices, more virtual links have to be mapped onto optical channels. In such a situation, the relative gains are less significant when compared to low traffic conditions, where saving a few Tx/Rx devices accounts for substantial reductions on the average number of needed Tx/Rx devices. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown the importance of optimally allocating virtual slices in a DC given a multi-tenant scenario. It allows for efficient utilization of the underlying physical infrastructure, saving costs and potentially increasing the revenues of the DC operator. As a case study, we have focused on an all-optical hybrid OCS/OPS solution for the DCN following the proposal of the LIGHTNESS project. Through extensive results, we have shown that such a hybrid DCN can save resources when compared to a pure OCS DCN solution.
To better highlight the benefits of the hybrid solution, we have analyzed different relevant aspects of the virtual slice requests. We have seen that substantial reductions (20%-35%) can be achieved in the situations in which a significant share of mice traffic flows are present, virtual links do not require very strict QoS, or the size of the virtual slice is big, thanks to combining the statistical multiplexing properties of OPS with the grooming capacity of OCS. Nevertheless, it also provides resource savings in less favorable situations, revealing itself as a very versatile and promising solution for future DCs.
